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There has been a discernible shift on the World Wide Web from basic text pages to the use of

more complex information structuring techniques such as lists, tables and frames, and

multimedia elements such as imagemaps, video and virtual reality. These advances make the

interface more information rich for the sighted user, but make life more difficult for the

visually impaired user who can only ‘read’ the textual part of the interface using speech

synthesis. The aim the project is to present as much real information contained in the Web

page to the visually impaired user as possible. The experimental work described in this paper

was aimed at determining how best to sort, group, and annotate the information contained in a

Web page to promote the most effective conceptual model in the user.

 

 

Introduction

 

This paper describes experiments conducted using a helper application WebChat, developed within the

project, to find an optimum method for representing the contents of a World Wide Web page for visually

impaired users using speech. The modality of WebChat changed in order to incorporate the different

features described below and evaluate them for effectiveness and usability.

 

Currently available screen reading products allow the visually impaired user to ‘read’ the screen using

speech synthesis or Braille display hardware. Most of these applications are only capable of reading one

line of the screen at a time and the document is accessed in a sequential manner. They are also general

purpose and not specifically designed for Web use. However as graphical interface technology develops

uninterpreted screen reading becomes less cost effective or effectual as has been shown by the following

authors, Laux, McNally, Paciello and Vanderheim (1996), Petrie, Fabrizi and Homatas (1993),

Stephanidis, Savidis and Acoumianakis (1995).

 

Our system provided access to conceptually different parts of the Web page using a function key system
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and different synthesised voices to indicate conceptually different features of text such as headings, links

and multimedia objects.

 

Existing facilities for visually impaired access to the Web

 

Web pages are created by the Internet Browser (Netscape Navigator, Mosaic or Internet Explorer are

examples) from HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code. HTML incorporates an increasing number

of multimedia elements and multimedia presentation can be further enhance by incorporating Java

Applets. Software such as WebChat must run alongside the Internet Browser and intercept the HTML

code to ‘interpret’ it for speech output.

 

Problems with inaccessible HTML code

Screen readers and WebChat itself rely on HTML code being written in a standard and accessible manner.

Sadly many Web sites provide code which is far from accessible as described in O’Brien 1996. It is

argued that Web sites should be legally bound to provide only standard accessible HTML in the same way

that buildings must be accessible for disabled people.

 

Attempts have been made to improve the access of vision impaired users to HTML code as described in

Polovina (1996). The International Committee for Document Design (ICADD) was set up to establish a

standard Document Type Declaration by which textual information can be successfully transformed for

print disabled users into the more accessible ICADD format. This format includes the contextual

information that would enable conversion into the existing alternative formats such as Braille, but in a

way that can now be interpreted by alternative output software. Alternatively the W3 Access for Blind

People (W3ABP) approach exploits the Web’s Proxy Server Technology. Web pages can be read via the

W3ABP’s server. The server automatically changes the format of the Web page, adding certain contextual

information, so that it can become meaningful to a user who needs a screen reader.

 

How we presented the pages

 

The aim of these experiments was firstly to investigate ways of orientating visually impaired users

to the contents of a Web site and then to present as much real information contained in the Web

page as possible. The focus of the work `is on determining how best to sort, group, and annotate

elements of the Web page to this end.

 

For sighted users orientation to the contents of a Web site is cognitively demanding. We make

decisions like ‘what it is about?’, ‘does it really contain the information I am seeking?’ as quickly as

we can by ‘scanning’ the page to build up a working picture of its contents. Sighted users were

observed in active scanning i.e. consciously searching the text (passive scanning will be discussed

later) and it was found that they tended first to look for headings, images and links to orientate

themselves to the page. If these did not provide a sensible picture they then investigated paragraphs

in the main text. The aim was to provide functionally equivalent facilities for active scanning for
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visually impaired users.

 

The Web page was presented conceptually as a collection of textual objects (consisting of heading

and accompanying paragraph) and links. These were ordered hierarchically within heading and

sequentially down the page. As HTML headings allow for six levels, in a well designed document

they describe a tree structure. This feature is used by WebChat to subset the document and give the

user the ability to examine only the subtrees of interest. Navigation of the Web page was achieved

by easily locatable keys. By use of the Select headings menu (F7), a heading is selected. The

sub-document described by the subtree associated with that heading can then examined by the user

with the shifted F2 to shifted F5 keys described below.

 

The tables below show the functionality of the keys used.

 

 

Table 1. Control Keys

Function Key Normal Function Shift Function

F1 Read document title Load a URL

F2 Read all links Read links under selected

heading 

F3 Read Headings Read headings under

selected heading

F4 Read entire document Read document under

selected heading

F5 Read entire dictionary Read dictionary of words

under selected heading

F6 Select link menu  

F7 Select heading menu Search for a

user-specified word

F8 Select bookmark menu Search for interesting

words

 

 

Table 2. Menu Keys

Key Function
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Esc Cancel any menu and return to ready

state, Stop any speech

Spacebar Pause/resume speech

Page up Go to 10th link/heading/bookmark

before current position

Page down Go to 10th link/heading/bookmark after

current position

Home Go to first link/heading/bookmark

End Go to last link/heading/bookmark

Cursor up/right Go to previous link/heading/bookmark

Cursor down/left Go to next link/heading/bookmark

Return Select the current menu item

 

The links (i.e. anchors) and headings (H1 to H6) in a document are extracted from the document and

placed in the Link and Heading lists respectively. These lists are available to the user as an aid to

navigation and summarisation.

 

The Menu keys above provide a keyboard-operated menu system where feedback to the user is vocal (Fig.

1). For example, pressing F6 selects the links menu. The first link is read out. Pressing the down cursor

key causes the second link to be read out. Once the required link is located using the cursor and page keys,

pressing Return will load the associated document (equivalent to clicking on an anchor in a standard web

browser). Pressing escape will cancel the menu and return WebChat to its ready state. The Heading and

Bookmark menus are used in the same way.
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Figure 1. Selecting from a menu.

 

Dictionary/Audio scanning

The dictionary consists of words from the document after noise words (and, the, to, where etc.) have

been removed. Additionally, stem-stripping is used to normalise words before insertion into the

dictionary. This avoids the duplication of words where the root is the same, but the suffix is

different (e.g. browsing, browsed). The dictionary has two functions :

 

1) To provide a word index into the document for performing word searches.

2) To provide a summary of the document (passive scanning).

 

The word index can be used by the user to look for a specific word in the document (shift F7), or to

scan for any words which match those in the user-maintained interesting word database (a list of 

words which the user commonly searches for, i.e. those which relate the users interests).

 

The summary can be used to read-out to all the non-noise words in the document. This reduces the

time taken to review a document (experiments show around 50% less), enabling the user to scan the

document, actively or passively, for anything of interest. This audio scanning attempts to provide

the non-sighted user with the audio equivalent of visual scanning.

 

 

 

Site orientation using function keys

Users could build a model of the information content of the page by ‘trying out’ the lists of

headings, subheadings and links simply by pressing the function keys.

 

Evaluation of Web page structure presentation

 

Inevitably the time taken by the user to orientate themselves to the information content of a Web site was

significantly more than the time taken using visual scanning. Therefore evaluation of effectiveness was

based purely on information gathered rather than time taken. Three aspects of Web page presentation were

evaluated using six user subjects for each aspect.

 

(1) Function key evaluation - Users were observed using the function keys and asked about the

functionality they offered. It was found that the system worked well. The facility for locating and selecting

a heading and reviewing its associated text was particularly time saving. However users could be
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disorientated if they became distracted due to the serial nature of speech and the lack of refresh. This is a

common problem with speech driven systems which will be addressed in the next version by

incorporating a message tagging system.

 

(2) Web site orientation - Users were asked to familiarise themselves with a whole (small) Web site ready

to answer questions on ‘what it was about’ rather than questions about specific information. They were

asked general questions designed to determine the extent of their conceptual model of the information

available at the site. It was found that the six subjects had built a conceptual model of the information

content of the page comparable to that of a sighted user after scanning.

 

(3) Information retrieval - Users were required to use the site as an information source and were given the

task of retrieving specific information. It was found that the design of the Web site and length of sentences

were major factors in the level of success, mainly due to the uninteresting nature of synthesised speech.

 

Conclusion

 

It is hoped that the results of the work described above will be relevant for both those designing Web

pages and those providing extensions to the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) which forms the Web

page. By exploring the presentation of data in a different context we also hope to provide insights for

those presenting information to sighted users.

 

It cannot be stressed enough that without goodwill on the part of Web page providers who use accessible

code, visually impaired users will not be able to use helper applications.

 

The work was funded by the Higher Education Funding Council Executive under the Widening Access to

Higher Education initiative.
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